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often operate at low utilization, rarely exceeding 20-30%, which increases the 
operational cost significantly, especially due to energy consumption. To reduce 
operational cost without affecting quality of service (QoS) requirements, cloud 
applications should be allocated just enough resources to minimize their 
completion time or to maximize utilization. 

The focus of this thesis is to enable resource-efficient and performance-aware 
cloud infrastructures by addressing above mentioned cost and performance 
related challenges. In particular, we propose algorithms, techniques, and 
deployment strategies for improving the dynamic allocation of virtual machines 
(VMs) into physical machines (PMs).
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Abstract

High availability, cost effectiveness and ease of application deployment have
accelerated the adoption rate of cloud computing. This fast proliferation of
cloud computing promotes the rapid development of large-scale infrastruc-
tures. However, large cloud datacenters (DCs) require infrastructure, design,
deployment, scalability and reliability and need better management techniques
to achieve sustainable design benefits. Resources inside cloud infrastructures
often operate at low utilization, rarely exceeding 20-30%, which increases the
operational cost significantly, especially due to energy consumption. To re-
duce operational cost without affecting quality of service (QoS) requirements,
cloud applications should be allocated just enough resources to minimize their
completion time or to maximize utilization.

The focus of this thesis is to enable resource-efficient and performance-aware
cloud infrastructures by addressing above mentioned cost and performance
related challenges. In particular, we propose algorithms, techniques, and de-
ployment strategies for improving the dynamic allocation of virtual machines
(VMs) into physical machines (PMs).

For minimizing the operational cost, we mainly focus on optimizing energy
consumption of PMs by applying dynamic VM consolidation methods. To
make VM consolidation techniques more efficient, we propose to utilize mul-
tiple paths to spread traffic and deploy recent queue management schemes which
can maximize network resource utilization and reduce both downtime and
migration time for live migration techniques. In addition, a dynamic resource
allocation scheme is presented to distribute workloads among geographically
dispersed DCs considering their location based time varying costs due to e.g.
carbon emission or bandwidth provision. For optimizing performance level
objectives, we focus on interference among applications contending in shared
resources and propose a novel VM consolidation scheme considering sensitivity
of the VMs to their demanded resources. Further, to investigate the impact
of uncertain parameters on cloud resource allocation and applications’ QoS
such as unpredictable variations in demand, we develop an optimization model
based on the theory of robust optimization. Furthermore, in order to handle
the scalability issues in the context of large scale infrastructures, a robust and
fast Tabu Search algorithm is designed and evaluated.

Keywords: Cloud Computing, OpenStack, Robust Optimization, Latency,
Tabu Search, Resource Management, Resource Contention, QoS.
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INTRODUCTION

Computing resources have been increasingly powerful, cheaper, more flexible
and available on-demand due to the drastic advancement of utility oriented
service model. This technological shift has enabled the pay-per-use model and
on-demand resource allocation abilities, which is known as “Cloud Comput-
ing”. A cloud offers a large pool of resources such as hardware, development
platforms, and services which can be dynamically configured with regard to
variable demand providing features such as elasticity, load balancing, and ease
of accessibility. According to the National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (NIST), [71] cloud computing can be defined as “a model for enabling
ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable
computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services)
that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or
service provider interaction.”

In general, a cloud environment involves three major stakeholders. Cloud
Service Providers own or administrate the cloud infrastructure. Examples are
Amazon EC2 [4] or Azure [13]. The second stakeholder are the Cloud Clients
who own and operate the cloud services that are hosted on the cloud infra-
structures. Examples of cloud clients are Dropbox [9], Netflix [3]. Thirdly,
the End Users use the services offered by the cloud clients. From the high
level perspective while considering both cloud clients and end users, cloud
computing provides three features: flexibility to use and release computational
resources based on their demands; performance reliability (in terms of service
level agreements (SLA)) for the hosted applications; and cost efficiency as the
underlying infrastructure is shared among multiple end users. Given these
benefits offered by cloud computing, more and more individuals and enter-
prises are moving their applications from traditional infrastructures to cloud
infrastructures. This in turn makes cloud providers increase the underlying
capacity of their infrastructures to accommodate the increasing demands. For
example, Amazon owns now at least 30 cloud infrastructures where each one
has between 5000 and 8000 physical machines (PMs) [72].

Despite the prevalence of cloud infrastructures, cloud providers today face
significant challenges regarding resource management. Depending on the focus
of the cloud providers, the resource management follows different objectives.
For example, the energy efficiency objective aims to minimize the power con-
sumption for the cloud provider. On the other hand the balanced resource
utilization objective aims that all the active PMs in a cloud infrastructure should
experience a similar amount of load. Figure 1 illustrates the cloud resource man-
agement problem while considering two sample objectives for one dimension
of resources e.g. CPU. On the left side, three applications’ CPU demands are
presented in the form of virtual machines (VMs). It is assumed that VM1, VM2
and VM3 need to be hosted in a cloud infrastructure, which has several PMs
that are equipped with a certain resource capacity. On the right side, the VMs
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are allocated to PMs depending on the management objective. For instance,
when the goal is to minimize the total energy consumption, then VMs are
packed tightly into a PM and all other PMs are powered down, but when the
goal is to balance the load, then workloads are distributed equally over the two
powered on PMs.

Over time, cloud Datacenters (DCs) have gone through several genera-
tions. For example, in Generation 1 enterprise consumers restore their server
(hardware) images into virtualized DCs to reduce their expenditure. Genera-
tion 1 DCs provided custom scripts to control, orchestrate, and manage the
virtualized platform, but did not support autoscaling, multitenancy, load bal-
ancing or other cloud services. In Generation 2, public cloud providers and
open source cloud platforms such as OpenStack [83] offer advanced cloud
management solutions but still lack of efficient integration between system
software on the PMs and the cloud management software, particularly their
operating utilization level is still prohibitively low [20]. Even on production
level infrastructures during peak levels the utilization is rarely over 20%-30%
[20, 35, 2] and during other times most of them are running even at lower
utilization. This inefficient use of resources can lead to significant operational
cost for the cloud providers. Recently, in Generation 2.5, cloud providers
push containers into the mainstream and introduced cloud services around
that technology. However, still additional research is required to make de-
velopment and deployment easier and infrastructure management better. In
particular, infrastructure resource management schemes need to assign diverse
applications(e.g. e-commerce, Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) applications,
social networking) to appropriate execution units (e.g. VMs, containers or
microservice architecture) and schedule it effectively for a multi-located DC
environment to embrace the heterogeneity of workloads and operating costs.

The focus of this thesis is on two fundamental problems associated with the
resource management in virtualized cloud infrastructures. They are centered
around 1) energy-efficient dynamic resource allocation, 2) resource management
decisions using application-awareness. Specifically, we address several aspects
of how to select PMs in a cloud infrastructure for hosting VMs such that the
allocation satisfies, at the same time, the management objective of the provider
and the resource demand of all the applications. This problem is referred to as
multi-objective VM placement/consolidation problem.

The first problem addressed in this thesis is of the major concern for today’s
cloud datacenters i.e. how to reduce their energy consumption. In spite of
continuous work for green equipments, energy consumption of the cloud in-
frastructures all over the world is growing non-linearly (an increase of 110%
from 2010 to 2015 and a predicted increase of 82% from 2015 to 2020) and a
similar trend is expected for the upcoming years [73]. Further, cloud infra-
structures have significant impact on carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions which
are estimated to be 2% of global emissions [27]. One of the most important
reasons of energy waste in cloud infrastructures is the poor utilization of the
PMs [27, 2]. Under-utilized PMs contribute significantly to energy waste due
to their narrow dynamic power range. For example, a powered on but com-
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Figure 1: VM placement in a cloud infrastructure, adapted from [106]

pletely idle PM may consume 70% of its maximum power consumption [37].
Therefore, an energy-efficient VM consolidation approach should consider
both non-proportional power consumption and under-utilized PMs’ power
wastage.

Dynamic VM consolidation usually relies on live migration techniques
to re-allocate workload across PMs having different goals such as to maxim-
ize resource utilization, to manage sudden variation of the workload and to
minimize co-located performance interference. However, live VM migration
schemes should not violate the QoS requirements of the applications that are
hosted on the VMs. For instance, applications hosted on cloud infrastructures
have different performance requirements in terms of SLA such as low latency
networking support for the ITS applications [76]. But often during live VM
migrations, applications’ performance are affected in different ways due to
high network stress and inefficient network resource allocation for migration
traffic. In addition, such migrations may negatively affect the performance of
other deployed applications. Therefore, a detailed research is required how
to alleviate the network bottlenecking problem during live VM migration
and its undesirable consequences in order to improve the network resource
management while minimizing applications’ performance degradation level.

The second problem addressed in this thesis is how to maximize resource
utilization of cloud infrastructures while meeting applications’ performance
requirements. Cloud infrastructures inefficient resource utilization stems from
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three related factors. The workloads for most of the cloud services have different
characteristics and are user-driven in nature as their resource demands are
variable and non-deterministic. Sudden changes in the workload demand can
make the current VMs-to-PMs allocation non-optimal or even infeasible and
therefore, requires re-allocation. Focusing on these diverse demands, cloud
providers such as Amazon or Google offer various categories of predefined
VMs with different set of resources (CPU, Memory, etc.), as well as customized
VMs where users can configure the amount of resources. However, the demand
variation over time or unpredictable future demands makes it extremely difficult
to allocate a precise amount of resources that applications truly require. The
second reason behind cloud infrastructures’ inefficient resource utilization is the
Performance unpredictability [34] which may arise from resource contention.
This resource contention can be caused by different reasons. For example,
workload fluctuations or high competition for the same resource among co-
hosted VMs can lead to a situation where the VMs (applications) cannot get the
desired amount of resources. In addition, resource sharing of the virtualized
underlying infrastructure also may cause performance degradation (known as
Performance Interference [34]). Therefore, understanding how applications’s
behaviour change with workload interference is essential. As a consequence,
considering the impact of uncertain or non-deterministic resource demand
along with applications’ sensitivity to different resource types as well as with
other co-hosted demands, has significant potential to improve the resource
management decisions in virtualized infrastructures.

The third reason behind cloud resource inefficiency is the difficulty to
maintain a continually updated view of all the resources available in the dif-
ferent geographically distributed DCs, and make flexible scheduling decisions
to satisfy dynamic resource requests from enterprise customers. Customers’
requests for resources may arrive and leave at any time and also vary in terms of
QoS requirements. For instance, some customers who are running applications
like video streaming have strict delay requirements, whereas some customers
are running high-performance workloads which typically require significant
compute capabilities. In addition, geographically distributed DCs have widely
varying cost depending on the location and time such as carbon emission
taxes, electricity prices, bandwidth provision cost, etc. Consequently, resource
scheduling algorithms are required to dynamically allocate resources in DCs
with lower operating cost, where the costs exhibit evident location diversities,
while guaranteeing an acceptable level of performance for the applications.

The contribution of this thesis lies in the proposed techniques, algorithms,
and methods which help to deal with the above-mentioned challenges. In
order to optimize resource utilization and power consumption of the cloud
infrastructures while considering the performance requirements of the hosted
applications, both mathematical models are formulated and novel algorithmic
approaches are proposed. More specifically, one of the main contributions
is to make VM allocation decisions aware of dynamic resource demands (in
terms of uncertain variation from the expected demand and co-location in-
terference) while reducing power consumption for the infrastructure. This
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work also explores the potential benefits of considering different uncertain
behaviours in modern cloud infrastructures such as demand variation or VM
migrations-related resource overhead. In addition, we investigate different de-
ployment scenarios about how to decrease the possibility of SLA violations
without increasing the power consumption significantly (appended Paper VI,
VII and VIII). Further, a dynamic and adaptive resource allocation approach is
proposed and investigated which can improve both workload and cost distribu-
tion for enterprise cloud customers in multiple geographically distributed DC
environments (appended Paper V). Furthermore, an OpenStack-based cloud
testbed is designed and implemented to give researchers a way of performing
experiments in their private cloud infrastructures. Additionally, we focus on
the technological considerations that need to be addressed for creating a private
cloud from internal resource pools (appended Paper I and II). Finally, several
applications are analysed extensively in terms of different QoS requirements
such as scalability, mobility, service latency using OpenStack based private
cloud infrastructure (appended Paper III and IV).

The thesis contains an introductory summary, followed by re-prints of
eight papers in this area, which are co-authored by the author of this thesis. As
a further note, this thesis is based on and extending the licentiate thesis that
already included three papers (Paper I, Paper III, and Paper IV). To provide a
clear understanding of the research problems presented, Section 2 presents an
overview of the background material. The research problems of this thesis and
contributions are listed in Section 3. The research methods which are employed
by the appended papers are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 provides a summary
of all the appended papers. Finally, Section 6 concludes the introductory
summary of the thesis.
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BACKGROUND

The goal of this section is to present underlying concepts and technologies that
are investigated in this thesis. The discussion starts with an overview of various
cloud computing technological elements, ranging from virtualization technolo-
gies to applications resource requirements. Then the discussion proceeds with
a brief overview about different cloud platforms including OpenStack. Finally,
the section presents multi-objective resource management approaches in cloud
infrastructures from infrastructure point of view, including background on
combinatorial optimization- and meta-heuristic-based techniques.

2.1 Cloud Computing Paradigm

In the past ten years, cloud computing has been evolving at a rapid pace both
in terms of number of hosted services and size of the underlying infrastructure
[20]. It has become an essential technology behind innovation in all aspects of
endeavour ranging from education to health care [12].Therefore, a large number
of popular services such as social networking, video streaming, enterprise
management services or even generalized storage platforms [4, 1, 13, 28, 6] are
hosted on cloud infrastructures. The main reason behind the popularity of
cloud computing is its unique features of on-demand resource provision, high
flexibility and quick deployment. Services offered by cloud providers typically
fall into one of the three major groups of service models: infrastructure as a
service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS) and software as a service (SaaS), which
are briefly descried in the next section. Furthermore, there are three different
deployment models based on the availability of the cloud infrastructure to
the general public. In “Public Cloud”, the cloud is available to the general
public. On the other hand, “Private Cloud” restricted its use for a business
or organization, and “Community Cloud” ensures limited access to a small
number of businesses or organizations who have shared concerns. Since this
thesis addresses the issues related to the resource management on the realm of
cloud infrastructures, the rest of the section presents only relevant topics in
order to facilitate an informed and smooth reading of the complete thesis.

2.2 Cloud-Enabling Technologies

Modern-day clouds are underpinned by a set of primary technological com-
ponents that collectively enable key features and characteristics associated with
contemporary cloud computing. Figure 2 illustrates the generalized architec-
ture with different possible layers for a cloud environment. Typically, these
layers are stacked vertically so that each layer interacts only with the upper layer
directly and ensures specific services. The “Hardware Layer” is composed of
physical resources ranging from servers to storage components, as well as from
network equipments to power systems. This is the core layer for all different
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Figure 2: Cloud computing architecture, adapted from [40]

cloud services, and therefore, the associated cost of managing and maintaining
the components of this layer represents the CapEx (capital expenditure) and
OpEx (operational expenditure) for the cloud providers. The “Infrastructure
Layer” mostly deals with on-demand resource provision such as computation,
network, storage, etc. while leveraging virtualization technologies [32] to util-
ize underlying physical resources effectively. Examples of IaaS are Amazon
EC2 [4]. The “Platform Layer” provides mostly software frameworks such as
Microsoft Azure [13] on top of the infrastructure layer in order to design and
deploy cloud services. The “Application Layer” provides cloud applications
such as Salesforce [8] or Google App [5] to the end users which is running on
top of the platform layer and accessible through the Internet.

2.2.1 Virtualization

Virtualization is a prominent technology which has been used since the 1960s
[32]. It allows to run one or more VMs to be co-located on a single PM where
the PM is known as the host and the VMs are referred to as guests. Applications
hosted on the VMs are isolated form each other and are not aware of the
virtualization of the underlying hardware. A special software layer, called
hypervisor or Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) [18] is responsible for managing
common physical resources among VMs. Unlike emulators, hypervisors use
the self-virtualization feature of CPUs instead of emulating them. Most of the
recent CPUs from Intel and AMD have incorporated explicit support for a
“virtualization extensions” feature which provides hardware acceleration and
hence, VMs show improved performance [79].
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In general, virtualization can be classified into three categories [68]: full-
virtualization, para-virtualization and OS-level virtualization (see Figure 3).
Full virtualization provides the opportunity to run multiple VMs on top of
the virtualized hardware where the VMs are not aware about the hardware
virtualization. Each guest VM will operate in a similar way as it is operating
directly over the underlying hardware. Examples of hypervisors providing
full virtualization are KVM [52], VMware [100], etc. Paravirtualization is a
virtualization technique where the guest VMs are modified to inform that they
are running over virtualized hardware. In this case, the hypervisor acts as a
virtualization layer. Guest VMs make the system calls to the hypervisors in
order to share common hardware resources. A typical example of a hypervisor
supporting paravirtualization is Xen-PV [93, 18]. OS-level virtualization works
at the OS layer by allowing a single instance of the operating system for multiple
isolated partitions. The OS kernel is running on the physical host and provides
OS functionality to each partition, where each partition (called container) acts
as a real server. FreeBSD jail [58], LXC (Linux Containers [19]) are examples
of OS-level virtualization techniques. Unlike VMs, a container can run as a
single process where as a VM requires a full OS for running applications, and
hence, containers can result in low performance overhead [19] compared to
using VMs .

2.2.2 VM Consolidation

Cloud providers typically make extensive use of virtualization or hypervisor
technology which enables VM consolidation by accommodating multiple VMs
on a single PM where VMs are running multiple applications. VM consolida-
tion makes it possible to share and manage underlying physical resources more
effectively. Infrastructure used by the major cloud providers often involve
multi-tenant architecture [65]where all the deployed VMs share processor, stor-
age, memory, and other I/O and network resources. The primary objective
behind VM consolidation is to share these physical resources with maximal
utilization across a large number of tenants in a massively multi-tenant cloud
environment, and hence, reduce the CapEx and OpEx for the cloud providers.

Figure 3: Virtualized infrastructure with Full virtualization, Paravirtualization
and OS-level virtualization, adapted from [75]
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There are different techniques [69] of VM consolidation based on requirements
for optimizing performance and operational costs. In recent years, several
research works (extensive surveys are presented in [69, 86]) have been proposed
to optimize VM consolidation by a careful allocation of VMs into PMs.

From a broader scope, VM consolidation techniques can be classified into
two divisions: Static and Dynamic VM Conslodation. In static VM consolid-
ation techniques, cloud providers often have an empty set of resources (PMs,
network equipments, etc.), and try to map workload requests (often in the form
of VMs) from end users into a proper set of physical resources (PMs). Usually,
these techniques work as an initial VM placement strategy, and thus only works
when a new workload request arrives without considering re-allocations of the
VMs among the PMs. There are several strategies [104] already proposed in
this area such as different variations of the first fit algorithms. On the other
hand, dynamic VM consolidation makes it possible to re-allocate VMs while
considering both current VMs-to-PMs mapping and re-allocation overheads.
Dynamic consolidation techniques uaually modify an existing VMs-to-PMs
allocation dynamically due to several cases such as changes in customers’ re-
quests [89], adapt to critical situations [50], changes in overall system load [87],
improve overall decision objectives [69], etc. Such re-allocation mechanisms
require one or more actions such as live or cold VM migrations, VM re-sizing,
etc.

2.2.3 Live Migration

VM migration is one of the key features offered by a cloud platform. A VM
can be migrated from one PM to another by transferring its states such as -
CPU, devices, associated memory and storage. Basically, there are two types
of VM migration: “Hot (Live) Migration” and “Cold Migration” [30]. In hot
or live migration, a VM does not lose its state, therefore, it is not required
to shutdown and restart the VM to continue its operation at the destination
host. In contrary, cold migrations suspend operating systems and applications
on VMs and transfer VMs’ states, the associated memory and storage to the
destination host and resume VMs’ operation at the destination host. The
amount of time during which VMs stop executing both at the source and
destination host is called VM downtime. Today, live migration is supported
by most of the common hypervisors such as - Xen, KVM and VMware, but
the downtime can vary from few hundred milliseconds to several seconds
depending on the hypervisor and workload of the VM.

Three different categories of live migration strategies are discussed in [92].
The outlines for the algorithms of live VM migrations are presented in Figure
4. In the Precopy approach [31], VMs transfer their CPU, storage, and memory
states before starting their execution at the destination node. This is the most
common approach used by most of the common hypervisors such as KVM
by default. In general, the Precopy approach consists of three steps [33]. In
the Start-up phase, VMs’ memory are transfered form source to destination
node over several iterations. But some of the memory pages may change at the
source node after transferring to the destination node which require re-transfer
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Figure 4: Live migration strategies a) Precopy b) Postcopy c) Hybrid

in order to ensure consistency of the VM. The iterations may run for an infinite
amount of time, if memory change rate is higher than the memory transfer
rate. Therefore, some conditions are applied in the Precopy Termination phase
to limit the iterations to a deterministic time. These stop conditions mainly
depend on implementations of the hypervisors but can be classified into three
main categories. Firstly, the approaches can limit the number of iterations.
Secondly, they may limit the amount of transferred memory or finally, they
may limit the number of modified pages in the last iterations. In the last phase,
called Stop-and-Copy, the VMs stop their execution at the source node and
transfer CPU and device states and remaining memory pages to the destination
node and re-start their operation. In contrary, in the postcopy approach [54],
at the beginning VMs transfer their CPU states to the destination to start
their operation, and afterwards memory pages are transferred from source to
destination based on demand. Finally, another strategy called hybrid approach
[92], combines both precopy and postcopy approaches. In the hybrid approach,
at the beginning, the most frequently accessed memory pages are transferred
from source to destination and then the migration follows the steps from pure
postcopy approach.

2.2.4 Elasticity

Elasticity in a cloud-based architecture can be defined as the way of allocating,
de-allocating and re-allocating physical resources among the VMs (“VM re-
sizing”) automatically based on demand. For the dynamic nature of workloads
of cloud applications, a cloud platform should be able to allocate and deallocate
resources with workload variations, and mitigate peaks as close as possible in
unpredictable environments with rapid changes [53].

An elasticity policy can be defined as an approach that decides how to
allocate additional resources to an application when workload changes. There
are two approaches to achieve elasticity [87] in a cloud environment. In hori-
zontal elasticity, scaling is achieved by adding and/or removing the number of
allocated VMs for an application. On the contrary, in vertical elasticity, scaling
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is achieved by allocating and/or deallocating resources to the available VMs for
an application. There are two main alternative approaches [45] to implement
an elasticity policy for a cloud-based application. The first approach is using a
control theoretic approach where a decision for resource allocation is based on
the current application performance and its projection based on QoS (such as -
response time) with given resources. The second approach is called heuristic,
rule-based approach, where the scaling decision is based on the specification of a
set of heuristic rules. For example, when a VM’s CPU demand increases more
than a fixed threshold either more CPU cores are allocated to the VM or a new
VM is spawned up.

2.3 IaaS Cloud Platforms

In order to be considered as IaaS, cloud providers must satisfy some specific set
of characteristics. IaaS is a step closer than PaaS or SaaS to the metal in terms
of running consumers’ applications and responsible for keeping underlying
resources up and running, but it’s up to consumers’ how they deploy and run
their applications. According to NIST [71], there are some essential character-
istics for IaaS such as physical resources are pooled to serve multiple consumers
using a multi-tenant model; allows applications to dynamically scale up or
down; provides utility based pricing models; and consumers should be able to
access the services through standard computers over the Internet. Currently,
there are many IaaS providers such as Amazon’s EC2 which are public. On
the other hand, there are private IaaS providers [43] such as OpenStack [83],
CloudStack, Open Nebula, Eucalyptus. Although there are many benefits
of public cloud platforms such as automated deployments, greater flexibility
and reliability; generally, they do not provide low-level access to infrastructure
resources. For example, consumers cannot migrate their VMs provided by the
public IaaS providers. However, private cloud platforms often are open source
and give full customization ability which allows academics to conduct cloud
computing research at the infrastructure level. As this thesis uses OpenStack
cloud platform for several experiments, a detailed description of OpenStack is
presented in the following section.

2.3.1 OpenStack Infrastructure

OpenStack is a collection of open source software to build and manage private,
public and hybrid cloud platforms. OpenStack falls into the category of IaaS and
provides the flexibility to the end users to manage the infrastructure. OpenStack
consists of different components and its open nature provides the opportunity
to include additional components depending on the requirements. In general
the OpenStack community has considered nine different components as the
core components.

Nova: It provides the compute service and is considered as the core comput-
ing engine behind OpenStack. It is responsible for creating and managing VMs
and other instances such as containers for handling computing tasks. Nova
consists of six different sub components to provide different services. Nova API
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provides an interface for the end users or system administrators to carry out the
management related tasks. Nova Compute is responsible for maintaining the
life cycles of VMs such as - creating, deleting or moving VMs within the cloud
platform. Nova Conductor implements a new layer which allows Nova Compute
to offload its database operations. Nova Scheduler handles the coordination
between resource requests and resource allocations. Nova Network provides the
network connectivity for the VMs within OpenStack. Active Message Queuing
Protocol (AMQP) is used for communication between different services through
extensive use of messaging and MySQL is used for storing all the metadata.

Neutron: It is the networking component of OpenStack which is a pluggable,
scalable and API-driven system for managing network related service such as
L3 forwarding, NAT, VPN, edge firewall, etc. for the OpenStack VMs. Unlike
Nova Network, it is based on software-defined networking (SDN) and offers
the opportunity to configure advanced virtual network topologies such as
tenant-based network traffic segregation. As a part of creating a VM within
OpenStack, Nova Compute interacts with Neutron through API calls to enable
network connection for the VM.

Swift: It offers cloud storage software for objects and files . It uses unique
identifiers for referencing files or other pieces of information rather than the
location on the storage. Users can store and retrieve information through an
API which is ideal for storing unstructured data in a scalable way.

Cinder: It is a block storage component for OpenStack VMs. It uses a more
traditional approach than Swift to access files based on its location on the disks.
In addition, it provides the option to write images to a block storage device for
Compute to use as a bootable persistent instance.

Keystone: It provides the authentication and role-based access control ser-
vices for OpenStack. It maps all the users against all the available services in the
cloud platform and decides about access over those services. It also provides an
OpenStack identity API for the developers.

Glance: It provides the image services within OpenStack. It allows system
administrators to use images and snapshots as a template for launching VMs
within OpenStack.

Ceilometer: It provides the services related to billing. It keeps track of
the users’ usage of cloud resources and allows cloud providers to offer billing
services based on the usage reporting.

Heat: It is the orchestration component of OpenStack to manage the re-
quirements such as - resources and configurations for deploying services on top
of the cloud platform.

Horizon: It provides a web-based interface to the system administrators to
manage the cloud platform. For delivering the core support for the OpenStack
services it classifies the interface into three dashboards, a “User Dashboard”, a
“System Dashboard”, and a “Settings Dashboard”. Further, it provides a set of
API abstractions so that developers can work with a consistent set of reusable
methods without getting familiar with the APIs of each OpenStack project.

Figure 5 provides an overview of the steps necessary to create a VM within
OpenStack. First, a command is received through Nova API or OpenStack
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Figure 5: Overview of VM creation within OpenStack cloud platform,
adapted from [75]

Dashboard from cloud administrators, then the Nova Scheduler decides about
resource allocation and placing the VM on a suitable Compute Node. For
example, the nova-scheduler uses different filers [83] such as RamFilter (to
check a host has sufficient RAM available), ComputeFilter (to check a host
has sufficient CPU resources), ImagePropertiesFilter (to satisfy any specified
architecture, hypervisor type, or virtual machine mode properties) etc. to select
the most suitable host for placing a VM. For AMQP broker, either RabbitMQ
[98] or Qpid [16] is used for managing the communication between Nova
Scheduler and Nova Compute. Finally, Nova Compute launches the VM and
Glance provides the VM image. Then, either Nova Network or Neutron is used
for setting up network connectivity for the VM. All the metadata regarding
the VM is stored in MySQL database in order to manage the consistency of the
cloud platform. Keystone acts as the central entity for checking credentials for
all the services.

OpenStack supports different live VM migration methods [83]which can be
classified into three categories - “migrations with shared storage known as Live
Migration”, “migrations without shared storage known as Block Live Migration”,
and “migrations with an attached volume (block storage) known as Volume-
backed Live Migration”. In OpenStack, live migration mainly depends on its
hypervisor. For example, KVM is the ephemeral hypervisor for OpenStack
which supports QEMU [21] to utilize hardware virtualization on different
architectures. Libvirt [26] provides an API to manage both KVM and QEMU.
The live migration technique is faster than block live migration as for the
prior case the hypervisor only transfers the VM’s state while for block live
migrations the entire virtual disk is required to be transferred. In volume-
backed live migration, VMs use block storage rather than ephemeral disk and
migration is possible without moving and copying a volume. Rather, it requires
a handshake between Nova and Cinder to attach/detach the volume from
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Figure 6: OpenStack VM block live migration workflow

one host to another. The detailed steps for OpenStack block live migration
are presented in Figure 6. At the beginning, a request for live migration is
provided through Nova Compute API. Then, Nova Scheduler schedules the
task and forwards this to Nova Conductor. Nova Conductor checks the storage
availability and compatibility of source and destination nodes for the migration.
Nova Compute creates an empty disk and an instance directory and transfers
missing files through Glance to the destination node. Finally, Nova Compute
initiates the actual migration on the source node and a libvirt XML file is
created on the destination node for storing metadata about the VM. The actual
migration process can use the default pre-copy approach or can be configured
to use the post-copy or hybrid approach described in Section 2.2.3.

2.4 Cloud Applications and Resource Requirements

Due to the increasing flexibility and cost effectiveness, IaaS platforms are host-
ing a wide variety of applications with respect to their resource requirements.
While some applications such as real-time traffic information on the realm of
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) [77] has stringent requirements in terms
of end-to-end latency, other services such as background analytics and logging
operations are less sensitive to latency. On the other hand, some composite
services are communication intensive such as Virtual Network Function (VNF)
[70], where different network functions are generally deployed over multiple
VMs and perform sequential operations across a set of VMs. Consequently, the
amount of inter-VM traffic within IaaS platform is growing with rapid pace.

In general, cloud applications can be classified into three main categories
[59] depending on their workload types. The first category in this classification
is known as “Data-Intensive Workload” where VMs have high data transfers
but require low amount of computational resources. For example, a video-on-
demand application, generates only a new video streaming process for each
new client. In order to maintain the quality of such applications, the network
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resources such as network equipments and network paths need to be allocated
carefully. The second category, “Computationally-Intensive Workload” focuses
mainly on solving complex and computational jobs. These kind of applications
have very high demand for computational resources (CPU, memory). For
example, numerical simulations to solve real world problems such as surface
rendering can ask for huge amounts of computational resources but in general,
not require to transfer high volumes of data. The third category is known as
“Balanced Workload” [40] where applications require both computational and
communication resources. For example, an ITS application [77] requires high
computational resources for building graphs with geographical and transporta-
tion data, and also transfers noticeable amounts of data in order to provide real
time feed to clients.

The performance of an application is not only affected by its hardware and
software platforms, but also its resource demands and its sensitivity [78] to the
allocated resources. [38] states that understanding workloads and determining
appropriate resources is more important than designing scheduling algorithms
for placing workloads. The main objective of an IaaS platform is to share
resources among different applications, but resource sharing can negatively
affect the performance of the co-located applications. Therefore, understanding
the accurate sensitivity of an application to different resource types and the
intensity of performance degradation due to resource contention, is one of
the critical dimension for resource management. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the
relative performance of different applications (selected from Phoronix Test
Suites [11]) for application co-location and different resource reservations. For
instance, figure 7 highlights the relative performance (compared with isolated
run) of eight different applications when they are co-located with another
application which is unzipping large files. All the applications are hosted in
a VM with 2vCPUs, 2GB of vRAM, and 20GB of vDisk. It is evident that
amount of degradation differs across the applications but if 10% degradation is
tolerable then its possible to deploy any of the five applications that meet this
requirement together with the unzipping application on the same PM.

Further, it is very important to quantify the minimum amount of required
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Figure 8: Relative performance of applications for different resource demands,
adapted from [94]

resources to achieve predetermined QoS levels for cloud applications. Figure 8
reflects how performance of applications change with three different amount
of resource allocation. In this case, the experiments are performed in three dif-
ferent PMs - one AMD (AMD), one Intel Xeon (DELL), and one Intel-i7(CGI)
in order to detach the findings of the experiment from its underlying platform.
The results clearly reveal that amount of resource reservation has noticeable
impact on applications performance, although the amount of degradation is
different across applications. For instance, the average throughput for most
of the applications is 87% when resources are allocated according to T(UD-
0σ) (minimum level of resource allocation), whereas some applications like
blogbench has throughput of 67%.

While resource assignment and the relation among different applications
requiring same resource are two important parameters for workload manage-
ment, the associated management decisions are becoming particularly complex
[41, 74] by the time-variability of the application demands both within single
PM and across the whole infrastructure. For example, in real IaaS platforms
workload fluctuates widely as user traffic is higher during the day and drops
during the night [34]. This is the most common scenario for the interactive ap-
plications such as email, enterprise applications, and social networking. Besides
that other applications such as analytic applications also show variations in
terms of input size [34]. For instance, figure 9 illustrates the CPU usage of six
different applications at Karlstad University (KAU) over a period of one week
at the beginning of June 2015. “DC-S8” denotes Active Directory for student
domain, “Raindance” runs the internal economy system,“Filemaker13” acts as
a backend database for two different system, “Titan” represents one student
Mail Server, “TS-DV” denotes the terminal server for CS domain, and “Passman-
a1” represents one part of the authentication system. It is clearly shown that
different applications have different CPU demands which vary differently over
time. Another important information is highlighted from the graph that all
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Figure 9: CPU usage of 6 different applications over one week at KAU

the applications are not asking for the highest amount of CPU resources at the
same time. This also highlights the fact that although a large number of works
[49, 66, 85] have modelled and characterize resource demands, understanding
resource variation over time of an application accurately is a very challenging
problem.

2.5 Multi-objective Resource Management in Cloud Envir-
onment

Resource management is critical for achieving high performance in cloud infra-
structures. Different from traditional infrastructures like parallel and distrib-
uted systems, resource management in cloud infrastructures involves managing
VMs, since all modern IaaS providers make extensive use of virtualization.
Ideally, cloud resource management should have three desirable properties [34]:
1) each workload demand should be allocated the proper amount of resources
so that it can achieve acceptable performance; 2) each workload need to be
encapsulated in VMs and allocated carefully on available PMs to achieve high
infrastructure utilization; 3) workloads need to be re-allocated dynamically
in order to handle system failure or to cope with varying workload, but re-
allocation overhead needs to be minimized in order to reduce negative affects
on applications’ performance. In general, VM placement/consolidation is
inherently a multi-objective problem [44, 97, 103]. Figure 10 presents a list
of typical objectives of resource management from the IaaS provider point of
view [69]. Of course, not all the objectives are independent from each other, a
large number of them are overlapping with each other such as energy-related
objectives can be transformed into monetary objectives. However, there are
some objectives which are independent and contradict with each other such as
minimizing the number of migrations and minimizing the energy consump-
tion of the infrastructure. Therefore, in this situation, if the IaaS provider has
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multiple objectives then it is reasonable to balance properly among the different
conflicting objectives.

2.5.1 Optimization Model and Uncertainty Programming

Various mathematical approaches have been used to model cloud comput-
ing. This is because a mathematical model provides an understanding of the
interdependencies involved in cloud computing. These models are suitable
for identifying optimal values and equilibria and understanding behaviour.
Most of the exisiting approaches formulate cloud environment as optimization
problems that aim to analytically identify VMs-to-PMs mappings that would
optimize quality of services, performance or operational cost such as energy
consumption [81, 22, 99, 80, 64, 46]. In general, analysis of these models are
done through numerical evaluations, probably using one of the state-of-the-art
optimization solvers such as CPLEX [10], Matlab [7], etc.

The problem of mapping a number of VMs into a set of PMs has its origins
in the multi-dimensional, multi-constrained Bin Packing Problem [60]. The
problem of VMs-to-PMs placements or allocations or re-allocations (known
as VM consolidation) are multi-dimensional as the VMs (considered as items)
need to be allocated into a number of PMs where the demand requirements
and available capacity both include resources from different dimensions. For
example, the VMs’ may demand CPU (mostly expressed in MHz or in cores),
memory (amount in MB or GB), bandwidth (amount Mbps or Gbps) and the
PMs are also equipped with a certain amount of CPU, memory and bandwidth.
Usually, these VMs-to-PMs allocations are aimed to minimize or maximize
some objectives such as minimize the energy consumption and are subject
to fulfilling a number of constraints. For example, the demands of all VMs
allocated to a PM must not exceed the capacity of the PM (unless overbooking is
allowed), which can be treated as a budget constraint. The original bin packing
problem can be described as [60]: “Given a set of bins with a defined capacity
and a number of items, each characterized by a well-known size, the objective of
the problem is to find the mapping between items and bins which minimizes the
number of used bins, without overloading the available capacity of the bins.”

The basic bin packing problem is NP hard [60] and usually, the solution
approaches for this problem are based on Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) or
heuristic algorithms. Because of its similar structure, the bin packing problem
can be easily extended to the VM consolidation problem. However, for the
dynamic consolidation it is necessary to consider carefully the live migration
technique of the VMs as the migration process may create additional overhead
[102, 88]. A simple formulation for the static VM consolidation for n VMs,
k PMs where the resource dimension is 1 (e.g. only memory is considered) is
presented below. For instance, R= {r1, r2, ..., rn} denotes the VMs’ resource
demands. PMs’ resource capacity are presented as S = {s1, s2, ..., sk}. In addition,
the set of active PMs (PMs that are hosting at least one VM) are presented by
a decision variable, p j . Further, the decision variable a j i is 1, when VM i is
allocated to PM j , otherwise it is set to 0. The objective is to minimize the
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Figure 10: Different objectives for a general VM placement/consolidation,
adapted from [69]

number of active PMs and their associated operating cost (presented as o j ). The
objective and the most common constraints for this problem can be written as:

mi ni mi ze f =
k
∑

j

o j · p j

s .t .
k
∑

j

a j i = 1, ∀i

n
∑

i

ri · a j i ≤ s j · p j , ∀ j

(1)

In the formulation, the first constraint ensures that each VM should be hosted
on at most one PM, and the second constraint ensures that all the VMs demand
mapped to a PM should not exceed its available resource capacity.

It is discussed before that estimating VMs resource demand is the main
challenge in modern IaaS platforms due to diversity of the applications and
unpredictable resource demands over time. It is already proven [24] that paying
little or no attention to uncertainty in optimization problems may lead to
unexpected results. For example, a small deviation in the input parameters
may compromise the optimality of the solution or even turn feasible solutions
to infeasible ones [24]. The following example can help to illustrate how
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neglecting uncertainty on VMs’ resource demand can lead to an unfavourable
situation for the VM consolidation problem discussed above. For instance,
assume that the expected resource (e.g. amount of RAM) demands for two
VMs are 2 GB (r1) and 4 GB (r2). One PM has the capacity of 6 GB of RAM
and hosts both of the VMs. This allocation neglects the fact that VMs’ resource
demands may vary from the expected or estimated value. Therefore, if one of
the VMs’ demand increases, the capacity of the PM will not be enough to fulfil
both of the VMs’ demands unless the other VM reduces its demand. In this
situation, either migration will be required to trigger to move away one VM to
another PM if there is a available PM; or performance of the VMs is penalized
severely if migration is not possible and the performance of the VMs depend
on RAM. In summary, it can be said that the proposed allocation plan is not
very robust with regard to changes in resource demand.

The above example makes clear that it is not a good idea to neglect resource
demand uncertainty, otherwise there is a potential risk that the solution ap-
proaches will turn out to be infeasible or shows poor quality when implemented.
On the other hand, “Robust Optimization (RO)” [23, 25, 24] is a methodology
to improve decision making process in uncertain scenarios by allowing to add
uncertainty that is present in the model directly. In recent years, RO has gained
a lot more interest than “Stochastic Programming” because of its accessibility,
computational tractability and not assuming knowledge of the distribution
of the uncertainty [24]. Specially, RO deals with the fact that the formula-
tion contains a defined uncertainty set to reflect risk aversion and to identify
deviation of the coefficients against which the solution approach need to be
protected against i.e. the uncertainty set cuts off all the feasible solutions that
may become infeasible due to deviation present in the uncertainty set. Within
different possible uncertainty sets [51], the cardinality constraint uncertainty
set, defines a family of polyhedral uncertainty sets [51], is practically relevant as
it presents a budget of uncertainty i.e. the maximum number of parameters that
are allowed to deviate from their expected value (mostly denoted as “nominal
value”) known as “so-called row-wise uncertainty” or “Γ -robustness”.

From the previous discussion about workload characterization in IaaS
platforms, it is noticeable that it is very unlikely that all the VMs will deviate to
their maximum at the same time. Therefore, for the VM consolidation problem,
a RO model should define the uncertainty sets carefully so that it does not
increase the operational cost unnecessarily while guaranteeing a satisfying level
of performance for the hosted VMs. For instance, for the VM consolidation
problem presented above, if the resource demand of the VMs (ri ) are not known
precisely, only their nominal value ( r̄i ) and the maximum possible deviation
(∆ri ≥ 0) are known i.e. ri ∈ [ r̄i −∆ri , r̄i +∆ri ], then the second constraint
can be written as follows.

n
∑

i

r̄i · a j i +DEV j (Γ ,a)≤ s j · p j , ∀ j
(2)

Here, the additional variable, DEV j (Γ ,a) presents the worst deviation that the
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left side of the constraint may experience under Γ -robustness for an allocation
vector a, when at most Γ coefficients deviate from their nominal value r̄i .

Therefore, now the VMs-to-PMs allocation scheme will be feasible even
when at most Γ resource demands, deviate from their nominal value r̄i to+∆ri
(the most positive deviation indeed entails the highest increase in a resource de-
mand). Clearly, ensuring protection against resource demand variation through
hard constraints increases the operational cost for the IaaS providers (as now
more PMs are required to host the VMs, hence increases the overall energy
consumption). This phenomena is known as “Price of Robustness” [24] which
defines the increase in the cost of a robust solution compared to the cost of
the deterministic solution. Such price indicates the characteristics of the un-
certainty set i.e. uncertainty sets that present higher risk aversion consider
more unlikely and severe deviations and provide higher protection, but also
lead to higher price of robustness; On the other hand, uncertainty sets that
present risky attitudes usually neglects unexpected deviations and provide lower
protection, but also decrease the price of robustness.

2.5.2 Meta-heuristic based Heuristics

Formalizing the VM consolidation problem as an optimization problem and
solving it through a state-of-art optimization solver is very challenging because
the large number of integer variables in the model lead to very high computa-
tional complexity. Therefore, finding an exact/optimal VMs-to-PMs allocation
within a reasonable amount of time for medium to large sized cloud infrastruc-
tures is not possible, as [95] presents how the search time of an exact algorithm
increases with the size of the problem. As the VM consolidation problem is NP-
hard [86] i.e. it requires exponential time (unless P=NP) to be solved optimally,
therefore, metaheuristics are an interesting alternative to solve this problem
[95]. Unlike exact methods, metaheuristics allow to tackle large-size problem
instances by delivering satisfactory solutions within a reasonable amount of
time. A metaheuristic is a high-level problem-independent framework that can
be used as a guiding strategy in designing underlying heuristics to solve specific
optimization problems [95]. Two important characteristics of metaheuristics
are intensification and diversification [105]. Intensification intends to search
better solutions around the current best solutions and select the best candidates
or solutions. Diversification makes sure that the algorithm can explore the
search space more efficiently, often by applying randomization. As the underly-
ing foundations of different metaheuristics vary significantly, two fundamental
classes of metaheuristics can be distinguished [48]. Single-solution metaheurist-
ics [95] (e.g. Local search, Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search, etc.) iteratively
make small changes to a single solution and try to find good quality solutions in
each step by means of a neighbourhood search. Population-based metaheuristics
[95] (e.g. Genetic Algorithm, Swarm Optimization, etc.) iteratively combine
solutions into new ones. However, these classes are not mutually exclusive and
many metaheuristic algorithms combine ideas from different classes, or involve
constructive metaheuristics to construct initial solution from their constituting
elements rather than improving complete solutions. This is achieved by adding
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Input: Instance x ∈ I  
           s ← Generate Initial Solution (randomly or use a greedy approach) 
      
           Initialize the parameters (list tabu size, number of neighbors…)  TabuList ← Ø, k ← 0 
           Calculate the evaluation score associated to the solution 
           While non-termination conditions do 
                      [Neighborhood generation N(s)]: 
                      For t = 1 … number_ neighbors 
                             Modify the movement: 
                                     (s,k) ← {T ∈ N(s): T ∉ TabuList & S} 
                             Calculate the evaluation score associated to the solution 
                      End for 

 T is the best of these neighbors  
 (Select the best neighbor or the next configuration)                                
  Update TabuList – Insert movement T → S in the tabu list 
  If the objective function of T is higher than the best solution then  
           update the best solution. 
  New current configuration s ←T 
  k ← k+1 

End while 
 

 𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏  ←   𝑠𝑠 
 Output:  𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 candidate to the best found, solution x ∈ I  
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Figure 11: Basic TS procedure a)Pseudocode b)Flowchart, adapted from [39]

one element at a time to a partial solution. Constructive metaheuristics are
often adaptations of greedy algorithms that add the best possible element at
each iteration. Although the choice of metaheuristic algorithm depends on
the underlying problems, Tabu Search (TS) has gained interests due to its per-
formance with regard to solution time [63] and guaranteed stable optimization
results for multiple iterations [15].

The TS algorithm processes only one solution in each iteration and explores
the neighbourhood of the current solution by flexible use of memory [47]. In
each iteration, TS explores the entire neighbourhood of the current solution
and selects the best solution by using an evaluation function. The evaluation
function selects the move in the neighbourhood of the current solution that
produces the most suitable move or least deterioration in the objective function.
In order to prohibit the algorithm from cycling around the local optimum,
it manages a memory of the recent solutions or movements known as tabu
list. Figure 11 illustrates the pseudocode and the flow chart of the basic TS
algorithm. Basically, TS consists of seven core elements: 1) the move, 2) the
neighbourhood, 3) initial solution, 4) a search strategy, 5) a memory, 6) an
evaluation function (objective function) and 7) termination criteria.

For instance, in the dynamic VM consolidation problem, TS would start
with a initial VMs-to-PMs allocation. The initial allocation may be random or
follows a greedy approach like first fit. Within an iteration, in every step one
of the VMs are selected and migrated to a new PM (move), and new allocations
(neighbourhood) are created. The objective function is evaluated for each
neighbour (e.g. the objective is to minimize the energy consumption) and the
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VM allocation associated with the best score is selected. Then, the migrations
are added to the tabu list. The iteration is continuing until the termination
criteria is satisfied. Different termination criteria can be used, for example a
time limit or maximum number of iterations. However, some useful moves
(which help to achieve better objective) may be rejected because of being in the
tabu list. Therefore, some movements need to be re-considered although they
are enlisted in the tabu list. These movements are known as aspired moves, and
the criteria that triggers these movements are called aspiration criteria (the most
common aspiration criteria are to accept moves that can give better evaluation
score).

It is discussed before that robustness is one of the most important charac-
teristics that need to be considered carefully during searching for a solution.
Therefore, the basic TS algorithm needs to be modified so that in each iteration,
it searches for solutions which not only ensure good quality but also present
robustness with regard to input parameter changes. A solution is called quality
robust [91] if the quality of the solution does not deteriorate with changes in
input. The main advantage of making tabu search robust is that it only requires
modification in the evaluation function rather than changes in any TS-specific
features. For instance, the evaluation function f (x ′ )may be changed to fr (x

′ )
to support robustness based on following basic principles [91].
Principle 1: “For every solution, some noise may be added (that reflects the
expected changes to the input) before calculating its evaluation score. Thus,
the robust TS evaluates x∗ = x

′ +δ instead of x
′
, where x∗ can be a derived

solution. Derived solutions may or may not belong to the original solution
space.”
Principle 2: “The new robust evaluation function, denoted as fr (x

′ ) is respons-
ible for evaluating several derived solutions and combined into a single function
value rather than evaluating a single point.”
Based on these principles, a robust evaluation function [91] may be written
as fr (x

′) = 1
n

∑n
i=1 wi f (x ′ +δi ), where n presents the total number of de-

rived solutions that are evaluated and wi indicates the weighting factor. Here,
f (x ′ +δi ) presents the function for the derived solution, x

′ +δi at point i .
Therefore, by evaluating several derived solutions and combing these evalu-
ations into a robust evaluation function, a TS algorithm can offer the robustness
feature to handle perturbation in the input data effectively.
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RESEARCH PROBLEMS AND PROPOSED
APPROACHES

The key challenge addressed in this thesis is to design and implement cost-
efficient and application-aware resource management techniques for virtualized
cloud infrastructures. While inefficiencies exist across the hardware and soft-
ware stack, application performance, infrastructure utilization, and high energy
cost are to a large extent determined by the adopted resource management tech-
niques; in particular, the system that orchestrates resource allocation and maps
VMs-to-PMs in a virtualized environment. To this end, the contributions of this
thesis focus on decreasing energy cost for the cloud infrastructures by improved
resource allocation decisions, while guaranteeing that each VM (application)
satisfies its performance requirements. This is the overarching research question
of this thesis. It is broken down into three more detailed questions. Further,
these questions are divided into smaller challenges for different articles that this
thesis is comprised of.

How to advance experimental studies involving different cloud
computing architectures and provide reconfigurable experi-
mental features for the cloud environment?

Problem: Cloud computing is primarily commercially-driven and hence,
system level researchers who are designing techniques and infrastructures to
support cloud find it difficult to obtain low level access to cloud infrastructure
resources. In addition, application level researchers also need to control the
deployment and resource consumption of hosted services across a distributed
cloud environment to design and deploy new application models. Therefore, a
cloud testbed is required to be designed or deployed to support research into
design, provision and management of cloud infrastructure and also into the
design and deployment of large scale services that use such an environment.

Approaches: Paper I aims to study the fundamental questions associated
with a virtualized cloud environment: 1) how much overhead does virtual-
ization impose on the performance of the applications hosted on IaaS envir-
onments? 2) what are the most relevant factors that affect the interactions
between virtual and physical resource allocations? The goal of this work is to
deploy applications from early prototype to investigate the level of performance
degradation imposed by the virtualization that are realistic enough to under-
stand the necessary system level support for the hosted applications. Further, a
nested virtualization technique is employed in order to highlight the difference
in applications’ performance with increasing level of virtualization. Finally,
the experiments provide a better understanding of designing, deploying and
configuring an OpenStack-based private cloud environment.
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The aim of Paper II is to investigate the question: how to give researchers
the potential to rapidly build their own private infrastructure as a representative
of real world cloud DCs to evaluate their algorithms, policies, applications and
technologies without excessive hardware investment? The paper presents a
programmable cloud computing research testbed, called OpenStackEmu which
encompasses an OpenStack-based private cloud composed of a set of compute
nodes, networking hardware and emulator CORE (Common Open Research
Emulator) [14] and the software, a SDN based controller [82], to innovate
both at and above the infrastructure layer. OpenStackEmu provides a repeat-
able and controllable environment that supports experiments with different
topologies such as distributed infrastructure topology and study the behaviour
of OpenStack VMs as well as services hosted on those VMs under different
background loads and SDN routing policies. The paper provides insights into
the practical aspects regarding the setup and implementation of a cloud testbed
utilizing open source solutions and also elaborates practical cases of performing
research by experimentation in the cloud infrastructures.

How to schedule and deploy low latency applications for the
cloud?

Problem: Many cloud services are commonly soft real time in nature
and service latency is usually one of their major requirement. In general, a late
response does not cause any catastrophic consequences for these applications,
but the quality of the applications are affected negatively and may result in
revenue losses for the cloud providers (stated by Amazon [55], 100 ms delay
in web page loading time may drop 1% of their sales). Therefore, managing
effectively low latency cloud services with the goal of maximizing a cloud
provider’s profit is crucial for the sustainable development of cloud computing.
This is particularly challenging since these applications may be composed of
multiple components with complex interactions among them.

Approaches: Paper III conducts extensive measurements and tries to
answer the question: how a low latency application performs when deployed
in a cloud infrastructure? The paper selects a core application from the ITS
domain as its workload is typically very demanding in terms of CPU, memory
and network I/O and runs on OpenStack VMs. The paper provides insights
into resource sharing techniques of the cloud platform and scalability of the
overall system under real-life workload scenarios. Further, it identifies the chal-
lenges application designers face in architecting scalable and latency sensitive
applications for cloud environment while meeting their constraints such as
cost, delays, etc.

Paper IV addresses the problem of adverse impacts of live VM migrations
on the application performance, specially, migrating a VM when it is serving a
number of interactive clients, and focuses on how to utilize available network
resources effectively to improve live migrations’ performance. The paper uses
the ITS application proposed in Paper III and discusses different innovative
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approaches to provide QoS for these types of low latency applications. The
testbed is designed to model a typical cloud deployment scenario where PMs
are connected via multiple network paths for separating management and data
traffic. The paper proposes different network-centric approaches to achieve
optimal trade-offs between resource utilization and QoS which can be effective
for both cloud providers and application performance. Further, extensive
experimental evaluations in a private cloud testbed under a large number of
realistic scenarios showcase better ways of utilizing cloud resources to reduce
service delay for the soft real time applications.

Paper V tackles the research question: how to schedule dynamically ap-
plications with different QoS requirements (such as latency) in multiple geo-
graphically distributed cloud infrastructures? In particular, a request from an
enterprise customer is mapped to a virtual network (VN) and allocated, which
requires both computational (CPU) and communication-related (bandwidth,
latency) resources. The paper proposes an allocation scheme over multiple
time periods with the goal of minimizing operational cost. More specifically,
the work presents a novel MILP formulation which aims at solving dynamic
traffic engineering problems by flexibly splitting different demand requests
across multiple infrastructures based on the time varying location dependent
operating costs. Further, comprehensive evaluations based on real-world traces
for DC locations, operational costs, demand patterns and resource provision
costs help to gain insight in the relationship among requests arrival rates, ap-
plications QoS requirements and operating costs of the cloud providers.

How to model uncertainty phenomena in cloud infrastruc-
tures resource provisioning?

Problem: There are different types of uncertainties associated with cloud
environments [96, 78] such as performance variation due to applications inter-
ference, time varying resource demand, inaccuracy of applications run time
estimation, variation of processing times and data transmission, workload un-
certainty, and other phenomena. Uncertainty is one of the main obstacles in
cloud infrastructures bringing additional challenges to the cloud providers as
well as to the end users. Most of the available cloud perfromance models do not
satisfactorily capture uncertainty and dynamic performance changes related
to shared infrastructures [96]. Therefore, further research is needed to under-
stand the consequences of uncertainty and design novel resource management
strategies to handle uncertainty in an effective way. In particular, the effect of
uncertainty in resource and service provision strategies and corresponding oper-
ational cost for the cloud providers; and applications co-allocation models and
corresponding performance interference need to be investigated thoroughly.

Approaches: Paper VI addresses the problem of uncertain or unpre-
dictable performance of applications due to their co-location with other ap-
plications on the same underlying hardware. The resource sharing nature of
virtualization technology can lead to several scenarios ranging from smooth
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co-existence to catastrophic situations, where performance of one or more ap-
plications degrade significantly due to contention for the same resource. There-
fore, it becomes imperative to detect and quantify the amount of performance
degradation to maintain a desired level of performance. The paper tries to solve
the following research question: how to mitigate the impact of interference
without increasing energy consumption for the cloud environments? A novel
dynamic VM consolidation approach is proposed while considering resource
sensitivity values of the applications. The work uses quantitative measures that
reflect how much a VM (application) is sensitive to its requested resources such
as CPU, memory, disk etc. and uses this information to achieve better VM
allocation decisions with respect to interference for a given limit on maximum
energy consumption. Further, our evaluation covers a wide range of scenarios
including different overbooking ratios of physical resources and provides in-
sights into how considering sensitivity information of the applications can lead
to significant performance gain for cloud infrastructures.

There are other sources of uncertainty which are common in modern cloud
infrastructures but crucial to understand in order to manage resources in an
efficient way. For example, cloud providers may not have exact knowledge
about the system and applications such as servers power consumption, quantity
of the resources that need to allocated, prediction of resource overhead due to
migrating VMs from one PM to another. Therefore, paper VII tries to answer
the following research questions: 1) how to analyse and model cloud behaviour
under uncertainties and specific constraints? 2) how to mitigate the impact of
uncertainty on the performance, reliability and robustness of the cloud envir-
onment? A multi-objective mathematical model based on the theory of robust
optimization is formulated to solve the VM consolidation problem under non-
deterministic resource demand and migration overhead. Further, the article
presents an extensive study on different uncertain parameters which illustrates
the trade-off between cloud infrastructures’ energy cost and corresponding
SLA violations for the hosted applications.

The VM consolidation problem falls in the category of NP-hard combinator-
ial optimization problems and therefore, its worst case run time is exponential
with respect to the input size, and hence, solving a large-scale instance takes
too long. Therefore, a more scalable approach is required to obtain solutions
that can balance between quality and time. Paper VIII addresses this issue by
designing and implementing a novel Tabu Search based robust algorithm. The
proposed algorithm can effectively generate VM placement plans for uncertain
resource demands in a reasonable amount of time, even for large size instances.
Further, the algorithm can produce VM placement decisions that can cope
with sudden workload fluctuations in real-time to ensure required SLA.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND
RELATED ISSUES

In general, scientific methods are a common and useful way of describing sci-
ence. Computer science is younger than most academic disciplines and can be
divided into “Theoretical Computer Science” and “Experimental Computer
Science” [36]. It can be considered as empirical science where the scientists
observe phenomena, state hypothesis, and test it or prove it. In most cases,
scientific methods refer to an iterative cycle of literature review, problem for-
mulation, hypothesis building or description, verification and analysis. The
methods used for hypothesis verification include - real-world measurement,
simulation, emulation or analytical methods. When using analytical methods,
a mathematical model is used to represent a system. Computer simulations
involve more detailed features of the underlying system but often based on
many assumptions and artificial modeling in order to reach a certain realistic
degree. Real-world experiments have the lowest level of abstraction, but it is
difficult to design the setup and hard to control the environmental factors. Due
to lack of control over the experimental environment, this method is often
time consuming to verify a hypothesis. As both simulation and real-world
experiments have shortcomings, a hybrid method called emulation is becoming
more common. In this case, some components of the experimental setup are
abstracted and some components run within a real environment. It is possible
to combine any of these approaches, and as a best practice [56], it is typically
worth to use multiple methods to validate hypothesis.

In this thesis all three methods - analytical models, simulations and real
experiments are applied. Apart from being less demanding on hardware and
software investment, mathematical modelling and analysis are also attractive
for gaining insight into interdependencies involved in cloud computing. It is
particularly suitable for identifying optimal values and equilibria and predicting
behaviour. For instance, Paper V presents a mathematical model to investigate
the dynamic resource allocation scheme for geo-graphically distributed cloud
environment, because getting full control over three geographically distributed
real infrastructures in order to perform experiments is extremely difficult and
expensive. Further, the mathematical model proposed in Paper VI helps to
reveal the relationship between a given allocation of resources to an application
and resulting QoS. Furthermore, in Paper VII, a mathematical model is used
to understand the impact of uncertainty on cloud providers operational cost
and applications’ performance level. Simulation is often an alternative method
in the area of cloud computing [29] when system properties make analytical
modelling difficult. Paper VIII employs the simulation method in order to
investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm. In this case, simulation
allows to determine the correctness and efficiency of the proposed algorithm
by comparing alternative designs, and investigating the impacts of different
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design parameters. For instance, the algorithm is investigated under 7 different
scenarios with 10 to 100 repetitions, and some design parameters have a range
of possible values; all together, this leads to large number of combinations
which may require lengthy experiments over expensive testbeds. In most cases
this length or expense is not feasible, and so fewer scenarios are examined,
and/or fewer replications are made. Evaluating fewer scenarios or making
fewer replications might result in potentially leading to wrong insights about
performance of the algorithm. To overcome these challenges, simulation gives
the benefit of repeating experiments and reproducing results.

Parts of this thesis also uses a testbed to run experiments in a controlled
environment. We take synthetic traffic as input to mimic large numbers of
complex use case scenarios and different traffic characteristics. To evaluate
all the experimental scenarios, a physical testbed is deployed for hosting a
cloud platform. For the cloud platform, OpenStack [84] is used (Paper I - IV).
OpenStack is selected because it continues to demonstrate extensive growth
in development and participation of a large number of vendors. Further,
OpenStack is designed to provide massive scalability by loose coupling among
different components.

However, there are a large number of challenges associated with physical
testbed deployment such as OpenStack and experiments on it. First, although
OpenStack is an open source software and does not charge any licensing fee,
frequent changes to the source code make it hard to maintain. One of the
major problems is that the latest code is always unstable and may contain some
critical bugs which are difficult to identify before deployment. Additionally,
a configuration management issue can cause problems at several points in
the cloud platform which requires troubleshooting. This troubleshooting
can be a very difficult and time consuming task for a large scale complex
software like OpenStack. Second, the architecture of OpenStack is modular
and different components work together as mentioned in Section 2, and hence,
the deployment is challenging as the underlying hardware must be designed
at the beginning. It requires a sophisticated plan to deal with everything from
cabling to designing networks, storage, etc. based on the use cases and workload
types. Furthermore, a large number of OpenStack deployment tools such as -
Juju-MAAS (Metal as a Service) [67], DevStack [42], Fuel [90], TripleO [61],
Puppet-openstack [62], etc. impose difficulty regarding product selection for
the testbed setup. In addition, these automation tools are often associated
with different technologies which add extra complication for most of the cases.
Third, cross-domain technical expertise such as - IP networking, hypervisor
resource management, storage architectures, source code management, security,
distributed application architecture, etc. is mandatory to deploy and maintain
OpenStack as it spans compute, network, storage, security and other domains.

Additional challenges are related with ranges of involved technologies, rapid
progress on the design and development, diverse implementation teams for
different components. Therefore, there is a steep learning curve to deploying
and working with OpenStack. Finally, there are challenges involved in experi-
mental evaluation on a cloud platform to provide the flexibility of repeating
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the experiments and reproducing results. For some cases, experimental res-
ults vary due to different hidden factors of OpenStack such as - underlying
hardware, hypervisor types and related parameters, OS parameter settings,
and specially, the communication overhead among different components of
OpenStack. Therefore, discovering, and possibly reducing these factors in order
to improve evaluation methodologies is also a complex and time consuming
task. Paper I-IV present the hardware and software configurations and the
tuning of the parameters for the experiments in order to achieve repeatability.
For instance, in Paper I, we enabled “nested virtualiztion” on the physical
host to maximize the performance of VMs, and loaded the VHostNet kernel
module to improve network performance of the VMs. Further in Paper II,
we used “TUN/TAP” interfaces in order to allow user space networking i.e.
allow user space programs to control raw network traffic. Again, in Paper III,
we tuned some parameters to enable parallel connections for a large number
of subscribers such as adjusted hard and soft limits for the file descriptors,
increased the value for the maximum number of requests queued to a listen
socket, etc. Further, in paper IV, we investigated different factors that can affect
the VM migration performance such as - hypervisor specific parameters that
can be used for reserving bandwidth and setting tolerable downtime for the
VMs, performance impacts due to software switching (OpenvSwitch), data
transfer rates of the attached storage, etc.
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SUMMARY OF APPENDED PAPERS

Paper I : Deploying OpenStack: Virtual Infrastructure or
Dedicated Hardware

With increasing adoption of cloud computing in different sectors, virtualiz-
ation has become the core technology for offering economical on-demand
computational resources. Additionally, nested virtualization or two-level virtu-
alization (a nested hypervisor inside a VM) gives full control to the end users
over the VMs so that they can migrate their VMs provided by the IaaS providers.
However, virtualization can degrade the performance of on-top applications
due to different factors, such as - CPU sharing, hypervisor scheduling, etc.
This paper investigates how the underlying virtualization affects the perform-
ance of a private cloud environment. In particular, we have conducted some
basic experiments to check the performance of CPU, network and storage
throughput while shifting the underlying hardware from physical servers to
a virtualized setup for OpenStack deployment. The results suggest that shift-
ing from one-level virtualization to two-level virtualization may significantly
degrade the performance of CPU, disk and network. In the worst case, the
performance of the resources can degrade up to seven times. Moreover, we
shed some light on practical issues related to OpenStack deployment such as
installation of different OpenStack components, balance between hardware
amount and deployment requirements for a private cloud setup, hypervisor
performance tuning parameters and their impacts.

Paper II : OpenStackEmu - A Cloud Testbed Combining Net-
work Emulation with OpenStack and SDN

OpenStackEmu is a programmable cloud computing research platform which
integrates physical Openstack deployment with the large-scale and distributed
Network Emulator CORE, a SDN controller and the Datacenter Traffic Gen-
erator (DCT2Gen) [101]. The aim of OpenStackEmu is to support researchers
to controlled cloud infrastructure and networking experiments and study the
effect of new algorithms and protocols on the performance of real cloud applic-
ations that run inside the VMs. The SDN controller and the compute nodes of
the OpenStack infrastructure are connected with the CORE emulator node
via TUN/TAP interfaces where both control e.g. migration traffic and data
e.g. VM-to-VM traffic are pushed over a customizable network topology such
as fat tree. Further, a number of use case scenarios are presented in order to
demonstrate how researchers can pursue their experiments in a realistic envir-
onment under a range of realistic traffic patterns. For instance, one scenario is
to investigate how VM migration time in OpenStack is affected when the level
of network congestion changes due to other cross-traffic.
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Paper III : Mobile Publish/Subscribe System for Intelligent
Transport Systems over a Cloud Environment

This paper discusses the design and implementation of a real-time low latency
application from the ITS domain - Real-time Public Transit Tracking while tak-
ing into consideration two recent technologies - Publish/Subscribe system and
Cloud Computing. During the design and implementation of the application,
two major challenges are addressed - continuous handling of large volumes of
real-time data, and automated context aware push-based communication for a
large number of mobile consumers. This paper makes several contributions.
First, the implementation of a soft real-time application which has the potential
to be deployed in a cloud environment. Second, a detailed evaluation of the
application for different use case scenarios and diverse workloads is presented in
order to reveal several insights such as analysing and understanding the perform-
ance of such applications. Finally, a practical insight of resource scheduling
strategy used in OpenStack for equal and unequal workload on guest VMs while
keeping the same aggregated workload on the physical machine, is analyzed as
OpenStack is used as the cloud platform provider.

Paper IV : Network Centric Performance Improvement for
Live VM Migration

Live migration is an important feature offered by most of the cloud platforms
in order to optimize resource utilization while ensuring the service level agree-
ments for the hosted applications. However, the default live migration strategy
(pre-copy) in OpenStack suffers from large VM downtime and migration time,
which introduces unpredictible latency for the applications running inside the
VMs. In this paper, different network centric techniques are introduced to
improve the performance of the block live migration technique of OpenStack.
First of all, we propose to take advantage of utilizing multiple network paths
instead of a single path during sending migration traffic through data center
networks. Secondly, evaluation of queue management schemes, such as Hier-
archical Token Bucket (HTB) [17] and Fair Queuing with Controlled Delay
(FQ_CoDEL) [57], for the latency-sensitive application presented in paper
III explores different ways of providing QoS guarantee for the cloud services.
Moreover, an extensive evaluation of the block live migration technique of
OpenStack for different workload patterns and traffic characteristics is presen-
ted.

Paper V : Cost-Efficient Resource scheduling with QoS Con-
straints for Geo-Distributed Data Centers

This paper aims to develop an advanced scheduling approach for virtualized
reservation-oriented services in multiple geographically distributed cloud infra-
structures. Due to the spatial diversity of cloud infrastructures, the cost of using
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different infrastructures varies over time. We factor in the operational cost
variation for the infrastructures, depending on their power consumption cost,
carbon taxes, and bandwidth cost. Paper V presents a unifying optimization
framework for minimizing time average operational cost of geo-distributed
IaaS, while guaranteeing the SLA requirements (such as latency bounds) for the
requests. The MILP formulation proposed in this paper offers the flexibility of
allocating requests, arriving at a particular review point to a available infrastruc-
ture. Further, the MILP model considers penalty costs by associating it with
blocked requests in order to highlight the potential loss in revenue. Finally, a
comprehensive study is presented to provide an insight about how different
classes of Virtual Network (VN) customers are affected in terms of resource
requirements and corresponding request arrival rates.

Paper VI : Optimizing Virtual Machine Consolidation in Vir-
tualized Datacenters Using Resource Sensitivity

In virtualized datacenters (vDCs), dynamic consolidation of VMs is used as
the most common technique to achieve both energy-efficiency and load bal-
ancing among different PMs. Although live migrations of VMs can greatly
contribute to realize dynamic consolidation, often uncontrolled migrations
can create high contention for resources among co-located VMs and lead to
non-negligible performance degradation for the applications running inside
the VMs. Based on the observation of performance interference, we aim at
designing a VM consolidation approach while making migration decisions
based on applications’ sensitivity to their demanded resources. We propose
a novel mathematical model for the VM consolidation problem in order to
reach a balance between energy consumption of a vDC and performance of the
hosted applications. The proposed approach is validated through an extensive
numerical evaluation using five familiar benchmarks which are different in
terms of resource consumption. The results show that our approach can reduce
performance degradation of applications by 9 - 12%, on average with allocation
fairness (in terms of throughput among applications) even for higher level of
overbooking.

Paper VII : Robust Optimization for Energy-Efficient Virtual
Machine Consolidation in Modern Datacenters

This paper investigates the role of uncertainty and associated challenges in
the context of designing dynamic resource allocation techniques in modern
cloud infrastructures. We propose a novel energy efficient VM consolidation
optimization model based on the theory of robust optimization and the concept
of Γ -robustness, which includes also the overbooking of resources. Our model
takes into account uncertainty of several input parameters such as VM resource
demands, migration related overhead or the power consumption model of the
deployed PMs. Further, our extensive numerical evaluation illustrates the set of
trade-offs a decision maker can deal with: by calculating more robust solutions,
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the resulting VM consolidation scheme leads to higher energy consumption
(called “Price of robustness”), while being more risky the cloud provider can
save more energy at the expense of potentially more unsatisfied users (i.e. higher
probability of SLA violation). Previous models mostly assume perfect know-
ledge of input parameters to the model. As a result, their solutions may be
highly infeasible in practice, while the solutions that our model provide are of
high relevance to practical deployments where it is very difficult to estimate
model parameters precisely.

Paper VIII : A Robust Tabu Search Heuristic for VM Con-
solidation under Demand Uncertainty in Virtualized Data-
centers

From the algorithmic point of view, the dynamic robust VM consolidation
problem proposed in Paper VII requires a solution to come up with a number of
VM migration decisions among all possible set of migrations within the cloud
infrastructure that would minimize both energy consumption and the number
of migrations for uncertain resource demands. This makes the problem search
space increase exponentially with the increase in the number of VMs and PMs.
Thus, due to high computational complexity of the MILP-based exact method,
Paper VIII proposes a novel heuristic based on Tabu Search by applying ro-
bust optimization theory and adapting Γ -robustness. The main idea of this
heuristic is to navigate the search space efficiently within polynomial time
while trying to achieve an energy-efficient VM allocation plan and to manage
resources in response to changing demand patterns dynamically. Further, an
extensive comparison with the exact model under different scenarios highlights
the suitability of the heuristic in the context of large-scale cloud infrastructures.
Most importantly, the proposed approach for robustness is not limited to Tabu
Search, rather it can be easily applied to any local search algorithms such as
Simulated Annealing, Hill climbing, etc.
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The rapidly growing adoption rate of cloud infrastructures for deploying di-
verse applications has accelerated the number and size of cloud infrastructures.
These infrastructures incur very high investment and operating cost for the
computational resources as well as for the associated power consumption. Much
of the progress in infrastructures efficiency over the past five years has occurred
in the area of facility and equipment efficiency. However, little progress has
been achieved in server operation efficiency, particularly in terms of server util-
ization. Most significantly, servers are being used very inefficiently consuming
power 24/7 due to the their peak provisioning configuration while doing little
work most of the time. Further, the progress remains uneven across develop-
ment of innovative management of cloud resources so that applications can
maintain their performance requirement dynamically with demand variation
over time, while minimizing the power consumption.

Major research goals of this thesis are to devise scheduling and dynamic re-
source management techniques that enable resource-efficient and performance-
aware virtualized cloud infrastructures. More specifically, this work has pro-
posed solutions that combat inefficient utilization of cloud resources and hence,
minimize power consumption in the context of complex shared virtualized
environments. Several approaches related to VM placement and consolidation
have been presented in order to optimize both power and performance.

First, an OpenStack-based private cloud testbed is deployed in physical
infrastructure as well as in virtualized environment in order to explore the
performance of different applications which are diverse in terms of performance
requirements. In addition, a testbed combining OpenStack infrastructure with a
SDN based controller such as OpenDaylight and a large-scale network emulator,
CORE is developed that allows to perform experimental driven research with a
focus of cloud networking. Next, as the live VM migrations have non-negligible
impact on the hosted applications, different network centric techniques have
been presented to improve the live migration scheme in the OpenStack platform.
Further, considering dynamic resource demands from enterprise customers,
a scheduling approach is presented for a multi-located DC environment. The
proposed scheme has considered different cost components associated with
cloud infrastructures such as carbon emission costs, bandwidth provision costs,
energy costs and shown a significant improvement in resource utilization while
keeping a balance between cost and SLA requirements.

Additionally, a novel mathematical formulation is developed to characterize
the uncertain behaviours in modern virtualized infrastructures due to non
precisely specified resource demands or migration overhead. The mathematical
model is formulated as a multi-objective optimization based on the theory of
robust optimization in order to improve the VMs-to-PMs allocation decisions.
In other words, the robust model allows to calculate the risk of SLA violations
and the additional cost to protect against such risk for the cloud applications,
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if their actual resource usage pattern or prediction about future demand is
not accurate enough. The robust model takes long time to solve for large
infrastructures because the search space grows exponentially with the number
of VMs and PMs. Therefore, a novel robust heuristic based on Tabu Search is
designed that can generate good quality solutions within polynomial time. In
addition, co-located interference and corresponding performance degradation
for diverse cloud applications is investigated carefully, and explored how this
can improve the VM placement and allocation decisions in a shared virtualized
environment. Particularly, an optimization model is proposed to highlight the
importance of using resource sensitivity information of applications during
migrations. The proposed approach improves the VM migration decisions by
significantly reducing performance degradation of co-located VMs especially
under the presence of high resource contention.

The research presented in this thesis seems to have raised more questions
that it has answered. There are several lines of research arising from this work
which can be investigated further. Firstly, most of the work presented in this
thesis consider applications that can be run independently on VMs and hence,
do not consider communication among the VMs. However, latency among
communicating computing units (e.g. VMs or VNF components (VNFC)) is
an important requirement for deploying and managing composite applications
such as network function virtualization (NFV), which needs further research.
The major challenge associated with such applications are accurate prediction of
communication requirements and patterns. The problem is further complicated
as these applications (such as VNFs) still largely rely on traditional TCP/ IP
protocol stack, which may impose limitations on the performance because
of extra latency added by network device virtualization. However, novel
programmable packet forwarding planes such as P4 and their implementation
in hardware may limit the underlying impact of virtualization. Further, as
multiple computing units (e.g. VNFCs) need to exchange large volume of data
over the network under capacity and latency constraints, the network sharing
in virtualized environments also plays an important part.

A second line of research, which follows from the scalability issues asso-
ciated with an centralized resource allocation scheme, is to investigate the
performance of decentralized resource allocation schemes with respect to in-
frastructure size, management objectives, service level agreements, resource
efficiency, and management overhead. As the centralized design has only one
decision maker, the resulting decisions are more likely to be highly consistent
but may suffer from scalability and fault tolerant issues. On the other hand,
decentralized design can parallelize the decision making processes and divide
the task over multiple decision makers which may improve the scalability and
make the decision making process faster, but individual decisions may have
negative impact on the overall state of the system.

Finally, elasticity (auto-scaling) is one of the major concerns for any applica-
tion deployed over cloud infrastructure because of dynamic and heterogeneous
workload patterns and sharing of underlying cloud resources, which has not
been investigated thoroughly in this thesis. For instance, to automate, the
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dynamic scaling of the available resources is complicated because the solution
should be scalable, robust, adaptive, and capable of making rapid decisions.
Further, accurate and adaptive scaling decisions are required so that they can
improve overall resource utilization while reducing the operating cost for the
cloud providers. Two major research questions are centered around this issue:
when and how much scaling is required to achieve the expected performance?
Finally, a large amount of performance unpredictability comes from many
levels of indirection in the software stack. Therefore, managing a feedback
control system for the application designers in order to shed light on the ap-
plication level inefficiencies can improve the performance predictability of the
cloud applications.
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